DENIAL - STORYBOARD (1)

1. INTERIOR PARDEE CLASSROOM
   PROFESSOR: "I am assigning a presentation due next Thursday..."

2. INTERIOR PARDEE CLASSROOM
   STUDENT: No, no, this can't be true. I'm going, I can't believe this!
   I can't work like this.
   STUDENT throws fit & leaves room.

3. INTERIOR PARDEE STAIRS
   STUDENT WALKING DOWN STAIRS

4. EXTERIOR PARDEE
   STUDENT leaving PARDEE

5. EXTERIOR COLLEGE AVE
   STUDENT WALKING AWAY FROM CAMPUS

6. EXTERIOR FOREST
   STUDENT WALKING THROUGH FOREST, NIGHTTIME
EXTerior HIGHWAY
STUDENT IS TRYING TO
HITCHHIKE, NEXT DAY

8
EXTerior HIGHWAY
STUDENT GETS INTO CAR
*FREEZE FRAME*

9
VOICEOVER: "STUCK IN DENIAL
ABOUT THAT PRESENTATION DUE
NEXT WEEK?"

INTERIOR WA ROOM
WA CONFERENCE ENTAILS

VOICEOVER: "WAS UNDERTAKEN
COME TO DROP IN SUNDAY –
THURSDAY 4-9 IN
PARDEE 219/218."